
The Einhell TC-MX 1200 paint and mortar mixer has a high-performance 1200 watt motor for good mixing results. The compact 1-speed machine for

mixing viscous materials features electronic speed control to adjust the tool to the material being mixed and therefore provides the ideal preliminary

performance for the best results. It has a Softstart function for slow stirring to enable a homogeneous mass to be stirred without splashing. And for

materials requiring intensive mixing too, the ergonomically optimized handles enable the paint and mortar mixer to be used with ease. The TC-MX

1200 has a stirrer mount with M14 thread. Complete with a mortar stirrer (Ø 100 m).

TC-MX 1200 E

Paint/Mortar Mixer
Item No.: 4258545

Ident No.: 11016

Bar Code: 4006825616620

Features
Powerful 1200 watt motor for good mixing results-

Compact 1-speed machine for mixing viscous materials-

Electr.speed control to adj. the tool to the material being mixed-

Rugged stirrer mount with M14 thread-

Easy and ergonomic operation thanks to optimized handles-

Softstart for slow stirring-

Complete with mortar stirrer (Ø100mm)-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50/60 Hz

- Power 1200 W

- Idle speed (gear 1) 0-680 min^-1

Logistic Data
- Product weight 3.78 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 3.78 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 325 x 325 x 190 mm

- Pieces per export carton 2 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 12 kg

- Dimensions export carton 340 x 340 x 410 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 1150 | 2400 | 2800
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Available as special accessories

Rührer-Set, M14, 2-tlg.
Paint/Mortar Mixer Accessory
Item No.: 4258365
Bar Code: 4006825572223
Einhell Grey

Rührer Mörtel M14
Paint/Mortar Mixer Accessory
Item No.: 4258536
Bar Code: 4006825614046
Einhell Grey

Rührer Farbe M14
Paint/Mortar Mixer Accessory
Item No.: 4258538
Bar Code: 4006825614060
Einhell Grey
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